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UNDERSTANDING 
KNOWLEDGE 

WISDOM 

1-14-17 
HH)   great understanding coming;   fail not to accept;   careful telling;   glean it all;   every 
detail;   lose not the details;   significant;   

1-25-17 
L)  Determined;   Be Determined in knowing and understanding My truth;   this must Be, My 
Chosen;   the eyes of your understanding must be opened;    

2-06-17 
HH)  open the eyes of your understanding;   declare them open and operating;    jurisprudence, 
Child, jurisprudence;   expect;   your knowledge expanding;   as understanding comes;   accept;    

Jurisprudence:  The science of law; the knowledge of the law, customs, and rights of men in a 
state or community, necessary for the due administration of justice 

5-18-17 
L)   Come deeply into Me;   it is time for you to understand the deep things I have for you;   
(Yes, Father, here am I.)   true deep cleansing has allowed;   this fact, facet is the first of the very 
deep understanding and knowledge;   grasp it;   (did w/ANJ)   (When I grasped it, chills went 
own my right leg.)  Hallelujah 
HP)   (As I started to lift TPHR, I acknowledged Father, Son, and as I was acknowledging the 
H.S., I said, “Holy Spirit the Power within.”  Immediately I remembered the first question from 
last night I was given Power and Power and Power.   At that time somehow I knew it was the 
Power of Almighty God and the Power of King Jesus, and the Power of the Holy Spirit.  The 
Holy Spirit is in me, therefore its Power is within me ready to work as well.)   another of My 
deepest knowledge, My Child;   protect it;   (Yes, Father)   adhere, adhere, adhere;   

6-08-17   
HP)  keep using your wisdom and diligence in tending Praises;   harbor no ill;   deny it access, 
My Chosen;   (w/ANJ denied it access.)   Child, be prepared to share Our knowledge;   that 
which I have given you to share;  

7-13-17 
L)   Understanding;   Understanding has come to you, My Child;    

8-12-17 
HP)   come to Me prepared;   so much yet to do;   you must be prepared and ready;   slack not;   
allow your knowledge to be broadened;   (w/ANJ I AAI the broadening of knowledge in me.)   
good Child 
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8-14-17 
HP)  Perjure not, My Chosen;   speak My truth;   change it not in any way;   speak as I say;   
absolutely no compromising;   none;   only My truth is valid;   see to it, see to it 
HH)  watch, watch, watch and expect;   healings, miracles;   throng after throng;   stay close, 
close, close, My Children;   there must be no lagging;   stay close;   receive of My Power, My 
energy, My wisdom, My knowledge;   stay close;   take it in;   take it all in,  

8-19-17 
HP)  understanding;   massive understanding on the horizon for My Chosen;   be prepared to 
receive ;   watch, keep close watch on My horizon, Bride;  it's coming in waves;   receive 
them all;   no assuming 

10-27-17 
HP)  (I found myself asking for the Lord's wisdom to come upon Donald Trump precisely as 
Almighty God deems.)   there, there, there, so be it 

11-07-17 
HH)   prepare your stance;   firm, firm, firm;   your wisdom is far beyond man's measure;   
be aware of it;   protect it, use it, but yet protect it;   let no man deny your wisdom; 

11-25-17 
L)   study to understand;   store not My knowledge, use it, use it, use it 


